Solid state disks (SSDs) have the potential to revolutionize the storage system landscape, mostly due to their good random access performance, compared to hard disks. However, garbage collection (GC) in SSD introduces significant latencies and large performance variations, which renders widespread adoption of SSDs difficult. To address this issue, we present a novel garbage collection strategy, consisting of two components, called Advanced Garbage Collection (AGC) and Delayed Garbage Collection (DGC), that operate collectively to migrate GC operations from busy periods to idle periods. More specifically, AGC is employed to defer GC operations to idle periods in advance, based on the type of the idle periods and on-demand GC needs, whereas DGC complements AGC by handling the collections that could not be handled by AGC. Our comprehensive experimental analysis reveals that the proposed strategies provide stable SSD performance by significantly reducing GC overheads. Compared to the state-of-the-art GC strategies, P-FTL, L-FTL and H-FTL, our AGC+DGC scheme reduces GC overheads, on average, by about 66.7%, 96.7% and 98.2%, respectively.
Introduction
Over the past decade, different computing domains, ranging from high performance computing and enterprise server platforms to embedded systems, are adopting SSDs [1] [2], due to their technical merits such as good random access performance, low power consumption, higher robustness to vibrations and temperature, and higher read/write bandwidth than hard disks [3] . NAND flash capacity is increasing by two to four times every two years [4] and SSD prices are expected to continue to fall to the extent of becoming cheaper than highspeed hard disk [5] , which can in turn enable widespread deployment in diverse computing domains.
Modern SSDs internally employ a flash translation layer (FTL), managing two intrinsic properties of NAND flash memory to emulate it as a block device: first, no write is allowed before erasing a block, called the erase-before-write property. Second, NAND flash makers adopt a write sequence in a block due to the pagelevel program disturbance behavior [6] [7] , which has a deep relationship with modern NAND flash memory reliability and data integrity. In addition to the erase-before-write property, this in-order-update property in a block necessitates out-of-place updates for write operations. To enable such out-of-place updates in the SSD, FTL remaps the logical addresses that conventional block devices provide to the physical addresses presented by the NAND flash memory. In addition, the FTL employs a garbage collector, which reclaims the invalid pages, incurred during the out-of-place update process. At a high-level, the garbage collector relocates valid pages in certain blocks to new blocks, which are prepared in advance, and erases them in order to make rooms for new writes. This operation is referred to as garbage collection (GC).
The biggest problem with existing garbage collectors is that their worst-case latency can be as high as 64∼128 times than that of normal write operations [8] [9] . Our own experiments show that GCs introduce numerous blocking I/Os, and once a GC operation begins, the response time of write operations on SSD increases substantially. Further, GC overheads significantly reduce available bandwidth in most recent commercial SSDs. Unfortunately, this interaction between the GC and writes introduces significant performance variations/degradations during I/O, which may not be acceptable in many I/O-intensive computing environments.
Motivated by this, most current FTLs optimize mapping policies to minimize the number of GC invocations and hide their undesired latency. For example, existing buffer management schemes are specialized to reduce the number of writes to NAND flash. Also, some SSDs employ partial block cleaning techniques [10] [11] that attempt to provide stable GC performance by balancing the number pages/blocks between production and consumption of them using an extra non-volatile buffer. However, there is yet another dimension to avoiding GC overheads. Specifically, the presence of idle I/O times in workloads can be exploited by shifting garbage collections from busy periods to other periods where they can be accommodated with minimum performance penalty.
In this paper, we propose a novel GC strategy, an approach that removes GC overheads and provides stable I/O performance in SSDs during the I/O congestion periods. Our proposed GC strategy consists of two components, called Advanced Garbage Collection (AGC) and Delayed Garbage Collection (DGC). More specifically, AGC tries to secure free blocks and remove on-demand GCs from the critical path in advance, so that users do not experience GC-induced latencies during the I/O-intensive periods, whereas DGC handles the collections that AGC could not handle, by delaying them to future idle periods. Since our approach mainly reschedules garbage collections, it can work with any existing FTL.
Shifting GC operations however can increase program/erase (PE) cycles, which makes the life time of SSDs shorter. For example, if a garbage collector heedlessly reclaim blocks, which have the potential to be further utilized or used for new writes, it can introduce unnecessary PE cycles in relocating valid pages within them. To prevent this problem, we propose two different implementations for AGC, called look-ahead garbage collection and proactive block compaction, based on the duration of the idle period under consideration and the style of GC detection. Specifically, the look-ahead GC utilizes short idle periods and reclaims block based on the online information extracted from a device-level queue,
